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Excess Catalyser Helsinki / The Next Helsinki

“Over 100 million tonnes of food
are wasted annually in the EU.”
European Commission

“The things are there, produced
with resources and energy. Why
demolish them with more energy
[…]?”

“Artists here have been going along
with the system, where you have to
produce your work before you can
apply for an exhibition. Only in the
end, you will know, whether you get
the grant to pay for the material, the
rent and all the other expenses.“

translated from www.remida.de

Sound Artist from Helsinki *

“The leftover space is not
detached […] it is embedded
within, or just steps away from
the urban mainstream space”
Greening as an Urban Design Metaphor:
Looking for the city’s soul in leftover spaces by
A. Akkerman and A.F. Cornfeld

*this and all following artists’ quotes are taken from qualitative
interviews conducted by the author of this proposal
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The Excess Catalyser Helsinki centres the art production and the
excessive resources of the city.
Instead of creating an autonomous international exhibition space such
as the typical museum, it strengthens the local art scene by interweaving it with the urban fabric. Rather than showing exclusive art to
an exclusive audience, it questions the dichotomy between artists
and non-artists and asks for everyone’s actual participation.
This is achieved on different levels. First of all, the concept links art
to excess and thereby brings up the issue of recycling, an urban upto-date topic, which fits very well into Finland, where people have a
heightened awareness of sustainability.
The Excess Catalyser supports the local artists by providing them with
the city’s excess materials, such as industrial scraps, stage props, fair
and event leftovers of all sorts, surplus food and unused free spaces.
It furthermore equips artists with the proper tools to make use of the
different types of excess.
Additionally the Excess Catalyser utilizes excess to interweave the
local art scene with the rest of society, by creating a platform on the
one hand and by enabling everyone to explore artistry on the other
hand. The harbour site itself becomes a common place; e.g. by
providing a kitchen to gather together for a self-cooked meal of excess
food, while watching an art film or exchanging ideas, by offering
inside and outside event space for all sorts of art and excess related
happenings or by opening its workshops, such as the carpentry, to
everyone. Making most of the proposal’s facilities and resources
accessible to everyone is one the key strategies of the concept, as well
as there is a changing and participative programme to actively engage
people. Both the open facilities as well as the programme encourage
the exchange between artists and other people and invite the citizens
of Helsinki to get involved in the act of recycling. Thereby creativity
is triggered, which is implicit in the nature of recycling itself. In the
context of an art production, which cannot be defined by a particular
purpose, it opens up a playground for any type of experiment. It creates
a heterotopia, a term used by Foucault to describe a place and space
that functions in non-hegemonic conditions.
The idea of creating a sphere of natural exchange and freedom, where
art can exist without a museum’s or gallery’s rules and limits, and where
everyone is encouraged to think out of the square, finds it’s clearest
expression in the Excess Residence Programme. It is open to everyone
in equal measure, its curator process is handed over to the diverse
public and its only rule is, to somehow work with the on-site excess.

“I really like your idea. […] Because
also we have excess artists, we have
too many artists. So it would be a
place for people who won’t get to the
institutional.”
Visual and Performance Artist from Helsinki

The whole concept of the Excess Catalyser is rounded off by its
mapping tool. This tool visualizes how the Catalyser is interwoven with
its urban surroundings and reflects the activity back into town. It shows
the material flows, as well as the artist flows, e.g. exhibition places
or event dates, and the expansion of the Catalyser Programme itself.
Local artists can be seen as an excessive resource themselves – many
of them live off unemployment aid, do not have access to exhibition
spaces, there is no art market in Helsinki as in New York or London,
yet there is plenty of activity but only known to a small audience. Thus
the proposal becomes all about excess dynamics. It catalyses excess
into urban action. The potential of excess material – antithetical to our
throwaway society – is already shown in the simple act of storing it.
This is, where the communal project begins and will then develop and
flower with everyone’s participation.
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“When I go and look at art, I look
at how people are surviving in a
situation. I think that is always the
most interesting thing, even in an
exhibition where you actually don’t
see the artist, you ask yourself, how
did she or he survive the question
of this space? So yeah, and I don’t
think solving this issue is anymore
interesting if you are an educated
artist or not.”
Visual and Performance Artist from Helsinki

content of the exemplary monthly programme on the
next page including the specified room programme

“With the Guggenheim, it’s like being
a jazz musician in Siberia, you are in
the wrong place, you are in the wrong
time, you know, there is something
very alien in their discourse.”
Visual and Performance Artist from Helsinki
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Communal Kitchen
open to residents, as well as for everyone
else; commercial use excluded.

Exhibition / event space
Inside and outside exhibition and event
space. Some rooms are especially built for
these purposes, but in general any place usable belonging to the Catalyser’s site might
be adopted.

e.g. Mobile pavilions
consisting of recycled materials for temporary
urban exhibitions, screenings and festivals
a) initiated directly by artists or b) by the
Catalyser and collectively built by artists in a
workshop

Workshops / work spaces
Public facilities for art and recycle work with
expert support, e.g. wood, metal and stone
workshops, as well as quiet rooms. Open
every day, though residents, artists, social
and cultural institutions are prioritized.

The physical framework which is provided
right from the start.

BACKGROUND STORY

Studio space
There is the opportunity to convert some of
the former terminal space into free studios
(approx. 400m2). They are temporarily
given to artists, from 6 to 12 month, under
the condition that the users develop the
Catalyser’s space further.

Excessive Resource Collection
Food surpluses, scrap materials and unused/
non-places, that are collected and catalogued
through different collaborations, e.g. with
local supermarkets, businesses or the city’s
planning department and that are given to
everyone interested for non commercial
purposes, but especially artistic projects.

e.g. Tool kits
for urban action a) directly initiated by citizens or b) by the Catalyser and designed in
a public workshop

Upcoming infrastructural oﬀers,
developed by citizens’ initiative or
in participatory workshops.

STORIES TO BE TOLD

Catalogue Core
A Catalogue Core informs about the
network of the Catalyser. It shows the
upcoming material flows – including a map
of unused / non-spaces and a list of the
currently stored excess materials. Also it
gives artists the opportunity to announce
events or post their art spaces publicly and
digitally publishes the event calendar of the
Catalyser itself.

Residency
Participants are asked to somehow work
with the on-site excess and present their
work in any form at least once during their
stay. Everyone is welcome to apply (laypersons, educated artists, locals, international
applicants etc.). Applicants are asked to tell
something about themselves digitally. An
experimental curator process will hand over
the decision to a different citizen each time.
Those decision-makers in turn are selected by a shot of social diversity to allow a
diverse outcome (see Bourdieu et al.). The
residency’s duration lasts from 1 to 3 month.

Fixed infrastructural oﬀers that are shaped by actual participation.

CONTINUOUS STORY

RESIDENCY / exhibition opening : 6.30 PM
FLEA MARKET 2.0 / trade or update your old treasures

SAT 13
SUN 14

OVERVIEW
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ANNUAL EXCESTIVAL / exhibition opening : 8 PM
/ daily workshops : 10 AM – 10 PM
/ daily lectures : 13 PM - 15 PM

WED 17

to be continued…

RESIDENCY / curator announcement : 10 PM

TUE 16

MO 15

URBAN ACTION / call for ideas homeless shelter : 8 PM

WEEKLY COMMUNAL COOKING : 6 PM

FRI 12

THU 11

WED 10

TUE 9

MO 8

reserved for primary school workshop

WORKSHOP / build your own scrap boat! : 10 AM

SAT 6
SUN 7

LECTURE SERIES / greece recycling europe

WEEKLY COMMUNAL COOKING : 6 PM

OPEN STUDIOS / performances and exhibition

FRI 5

THU 4

WED 3

TUE 2

MO 1

SHORT STORIES FEBRUARY
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The Catalyser Building

Urban activity, like street musicians or constructions sites, generally attracts
more attention than a rigid piece of architecture thus lowering barriers.

The translucent façade transmits the inner activity to the outside in the
darker seasons and during evenings.

The Catalyser Building consists of different production facilities. Three
main axes open the building to different facets of the city and the
adjacent converted terminal hall, each of the three main façades is
slightly dented to emphasize the welcoming posture. From the ground
floor communal café to the top floor apartments the house becomes
more and more introverted.
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“Freedom – it's important, that art
goes first, the gallery space is not the
star. When someone comes to this
place, he or she can expect something
nice and weird going on.”
Installation and Sculpture Artist from Helsinki

Schematic Plans
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Catalogue Core

The centre of the Catalyser Building is occupied by the catalogue –
consisting of a Y-shaped table. An inserted town map and tablet
computers, as well as some recycled information boards from the
downsized Makasiini Terminal visualise the material, art and spatial
flows of the city. (see also Programme on page 9)

“There are a lot of art things going on in Helsinki, like this little Pop
Up Place. It's just, that they are all
spread out and it's hard to know
about them. An app, for example,
would be great, for tourists, but as
well for locals.”
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Filmmaker from Helsinki

Participatory Drawers /
Makasiini Terminal

Excess Catalyser Helsinki / The Next Helsinki

Food and Material Storage as permanent usage

e.g. Studios, Makasiini Terminal (seasonal) on demand

e.g. Tool Kits for Urban Actions, Mobile Exhibition Pavilions
by citizen initiative or participatory workshops

“A place, offering free studios and
exhibition space, without the typical
rules, that would be a dream come
true.”
Installation and Sculpture Artist from Helsinki

“We are missing something from the
place [the harbour]. So it would be
really nice if we would be celebrating
the fact, that people want to do stuff
in Helsinki. Celebrating the activity.”
Visual and Performance Artist from Helsinki
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Area Plan
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images on next page
1 stair table chairs from recycled office materials by refunk.nl
2 communal cooking with leftovers by slowfoodyouth.de
3 transparent facade for sedus stoll ag by ludloffludloff.de
4 quote by jan gehl, gehlarchitects.com
5 ‘few phoenix get lost in the water’ by thilo frank for provinz.li
6 scrap material supply for social/art projects
by hanseatische-materialverwaltung.de
7 ‘presence and production’ in gramsci monument, a public space
by thomas hirschhorn
8 temporary hotel rooms shabbyshabby by raumlabor.net
9 remida: creative recycling centres for children and youth
by remidawa.com
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10 urban arts festival by centre for art and urbanistics, zku-berlin.org
11 art residency program in former railway depots by zku berlin
12 remida-day celebrating creative scrap recycling by remida.org
13 artwork using sponsored silicon by helsinki based artist erikaerre.com
14 ‘pleinmuseum’ mobile and continually changing exhibition pavilion
		 by meetanne.com
15 participatory mapping of abandoned places by leerstandsmelder.de
16 ‘folly for a flyover’ disused motorway undercroft temporarily 		
		 transformed into a host space by assemblestudio.co.uk
17 communal workshop in the children, culture and
		 neighbourhood centre by regenbogenfabrik.de
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More e.g.’s!
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“All forms of human activity
appeared to be of major interest [...]. Considerable interest
was observed in both the ordinary [...] – children at play,
newlyweds on their way from
the photographers, or merely
people walking by – and in the
more unusual instance – the
artist with the easel, the street
musician with his guitar, street
painters in action, and other
large and small events.
It was obvious that human
activities [...] constituted the
area’s main attraction.”
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